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New Endeavors September 2021 Update

Like many of you, we were �nally able to pull o� a
successful family vacation this summer after a
di�cult season that has a�ected us all.
Additionally, as missionaries with adult
daughters, we do not often �nd ourselves on the
same continent! We were thankful to take in the
grandeur of the beautiful states of Colorado and
Utah.  

As reported in our last update, our main
trajectory is now Prague, Czech Republic, with a

planned move in 2022. Myra and I are preaching there via Zoom twice a month, and I will
travel there in mid-November for team training, the �rst baptisms, and preparing for our
eventual move. This trip will be in conjunction with me teaching at our Every Nation Europe
Evangelist Summit in Ghent, Belgium. 

We are also working with my good friend and
Europe Evangelism director, Frans Olivier (lower
left in photo), to translate his evangelist training
into Ukrainian as we collaborate with our Ukraine
evangelism director, Boris Fents (lower right in
photo). 

Myra has begun her Ph.D. studies at Asbury
Theological Seminary, and even though it has been a few years since she had to juggle being
a full-time mother and a planter/minister, she is now entering a season where she is
devoting all her gifts to ministry projects, some of which she leads. 

Along with her advanced studies in missiology, she continues developing some of the
curricula for our EN online courses, preaching, and developing our planting strategy for
Prague. This is quite an encouraging transition for her and even for both of us as we plan to
move to Prague and continue developing other planters in central and eastern Europe. 

To achieve our next ministry goals, I will be focusing on partnership development through
the end of the year while taking some essential ministry trips. Our areas of upgrade will be
our personal budget and the startup planting budget for Prague. Additionally, we want to

https://us3.campaign-archive.com/?e=[UNIQID]&u=76a56faa438ff25308bcf786d&id=ddaad2be5e
https://www.europeevangelism.com/2021


raise the extra support to bring Myra on salary, so we appreciate your consideration for
increasing your partnership or becoming a new partner in this mission. We also appreciate
referrals to mission-minded friends, and I will be reaching out to many of you concerning this
soon. 

Thanks again for your friendships, prayers, and generosity as we continue to serve God in
reaching the nations.  

Blessings!  
Mike & Myra
 
 

 
Prayer Requests

1. New monthly partnerships
2. Special gifts for my upcoming Europe �ights ($1500) 
3. New team members for Prague, Romania, & Cyprus
4. Visas and church registration for Prague and our other European teams
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